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Hydrothermal treatment (HTT) can efficiently valorize the digestate after anaerobic digestion. However,
the disposal of the HTT liquid is challenging. This paper proposes a method to recover energy through the
anaerobic co-digestion of food waste and HTT liquid fraction. The effect of HTT liquid recirculation on
anaerobic co-digestion performance was investigated. This study focused on the self-generated hydro-
chars that remained in the HTT supernatant after centrifugation. The effect of the self-generated
hydrochars on the methane (CH4) yield and microbial communities were discussed. After adding HTT
liquids treated at 140 and 180 �C, the maximum CH4 production increased to 309.36 and 331.61 mL per g
COD, respectively. The HTT liquid exhibited a pH buffering effect and kept a favorable pH for the
anaerobic co-digestion. In addition, the self-generated hydrochars with higher carbon content and large
oxygen-containing functional groups remained in HTT liquid. They increased the electron transferring
rate of the anaerobic co-digestion. The increased relative abundance of Methanosarcina, Syntrophomo-
nadaceae, and Synergistota was observed with adding HTT liquid. The results of the principal component
analysis indicate that the electron transferring rate constant had positive correlationships with the
relative abundance ofMethanosarcina, Syntrophomonadaceae, and Synergistota. This study can provide a
good reference for the disposal of the HTT liquid and a novel insight regarding the mechanism for the
anaerobic co-digestion.
© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Chinese Society for Environmental Sciences,
Harbin Institute of Technology, Chinese Research Academy of Environmental Sciences. This is an open

access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

With increasing foodwaste and thewidespread use of anaerobic
digestion techniques, large amounts of digestate of food waste
(DFW) are being generated. Approximately 0.57e1.34 t DFW is
estimated to be generated after one-ton food waste treatment [1].
Large-scale generation of DFW, which is rich in nutrients and
pathogens, is associated with several environmental and safety
concerns [2e4]. In addition, because DFW has a high-water content
and low dewaterability, its storage, transportation, and post-
treatment are expensive [5]. Recently, hydrothermal treatment
(HTT) has rapidly emerged as a highly efficient method to dispose
of the DFW [6]. Hydrothermal treatment has been widely used
because it can improve the dewaterability and resource recovery of
ier B.V. on behalf of Chinese Soci
access article under the CC BY-NC-
the DFW [7,8].
In HTT processes, the undigested organic matter after anaerobic

digestion and microorganisms are decomposed and transferred to
the liquid fraction [9]. The solid can be separated easily due to the
binding between the water, and the solid is broken down during
HTT [10,11]. However, HTT technology still exhibits several chal-
lenges, such as the treatment of the waste liquid product and high
energy consumption [12]. The HTT liquid fraction contains high
amounts of volatile fatty acids (VFAs), sugars, and other hemi-
cellulosic carbohydrates. Directly using this liquid as a liquid fer-
tilizer for farmland irrigation may lead to nitrogen volatilization
and over-fertilization [13,14]. Our previous study showed that
recirculating the HTT liquid in the anaerobic digestion process is a
promising strategy for decreasing the amount of liquid post-
treatment and HTT energy cost [9].

Notably, because of the complex characteristics of the HTT
liquid, the effect of the liquid recirculation on CH4 production is
ety for Environmental Sciences, Harbin Institute of Technology, Chinese Research
ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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unpredictable. During HTT, reactions such as hydrolysis, dehydra-
tion, and polymerization occur at different temperatures [15]. The
hydrolysis reaction in the HTT accelerates the solubilization of the
polymers and increases the soluble chemical oxygen demand
(sCOD) contents of the HTT liquid fraction, thereby promoting CH4
production [16,17]. In contrast, the lignin decomposition products
(such as phenols) and carbohydrate dehydration products (such as
furfural and furans) may lead to methanogenic inhibition [18,19].
When the HTT temperature is higher than 180 �C, Maillard re-
actions will occur. The products of pyrazine, pyrrole, and N-con-
taining heterocyclic compounds may decrease CH4 production [19].
Suarez et al. [19] reported that the addition of HTT liquid fraction in
anaerobic digestion could result in a 41e45% reduction in CH4
production. In this context, the role of the HTT liquid fraction on the
anaerobic co-digestion needs to be clarified. Our previous study
found that amounts of self-generated hydrochars with a particle
size between 0.61 and 1.29 mm remained in the HTT liquid after
centrifugation [15]. It is well known that hydrochars can promote
organic degradation and CH4 conversion from volatile fatty acids in
the anaerobic co-digestion [20e22]. However, the hydrochars are
usually prepared by a separate process and then added into the
anaerobic digestion systems to improve CH4 yield in current
studies. The self-generated hydrochars remaining in the HTT liquid
have usually been overlooked in previous studies but are important
for condition optimization in future studies.

Considering these aspects, the DFWwas treated at different HTT
temperatures in this study. Batch anaerobic co-digestion of the food
waste and HTT liquid fraction was performed to determine the
effect of the HTT liquid on CH4 production. The role of the self-
generated hydrochars in the anaerobic co-digestion process was
discussed. The findings are expected to provide novel insights
regarding the mechanism of the anaerobic co-digestion of the HTT
liquid fraction and food waste.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Preparation of DFW, food waste, and inoculum

The DFW was collected from a food waste treatment plant with
a treatment capacity of 300 t d�1 in Shenzhen (Guangdong Prov-
ince, China). The digestate was stored at 4 �C. Before each experi-
ment, the digestate was conditioned back to ambient temperature
and homogenized via shaking. All tests were completed within
seven days after sampling.

Synthetic food waste was used in this study to improve the
reproducibility of the experiments. The foodwastewas synthesized
bymixing 30wt% lettuce, 20wt% pork, 20wt% rice,15 wt% tofu, and
15 wt% steamed bread on a wet basis, according to the previous
study [23]. After homogenization, the food waste was stored
at �20 �C.

The inoculum was collected from a food waste treatment plant
in Shenzhen (Guangdong Province, China) and was used for
anaerobic digestion experiments. Subsequently, the inoculum was
cultured without nutrients until the organic matter was completely
consumed and used in the anaerobic co-digestion experiments. The
characteristics of the DFW, food waste and inoculum are presented
in Table S1.

2.2. Hydrothermal treatment

The DFW was hydrothermally treated at 140 and 180 �C in a
1000 mL Hastelloy autoclave reactor with a stirrer (YZPR-1000 M,
2

Shanghai, China). In each experiment, 500 mL of DFW was added
to the reactor. And then, to remove the residue air, nitrogen was
purged for 10 min. All the DFW was kept at the target temperature
for 60 min with stirring at 300 rpm. And then, the autoclave was
cooled down to ambient temperature by circulating water. The
treated DFW was collected and stored at 4 �C. The HTT tempera-
tures were selected according to our previous study [15]. When
the HTT temperatures were at 140e180 �C, the best efficiency of
solid-liquid separation was realized, and more than 80% of or-
ganics were transferred to the liquid. The generated HTT liquid
may have the potential to co-anaerobic digestion with food waste
to promote resource recovery. After the HTT process, the liquid
was separated from the large-size solids via centrifugation at
4000 rpm for 30 min. The centrifugation conditions were selected
according to Wakeman’s research [24]. The separated liquids after
centrifugation were labeled SH140 and SH180, according to the
HTT temperature. The liquid separated from the raw DFW was
labeled SDFW. All the liquid samples were stored in a refrigerator
at 4 �C until use. The characteristics of the supernatant are sum-
marized in Table S1.
2.3. Anaerobic co-digestion

Anaerobicdigestion assays canbedesigned inbatchor continuous
mode [25]. Batch experiments have been widely used in anaerobic
biodegradability, inoculum activity, and inhibition [26]. In this study,
the effects of the HTT liquid on CH4 productionwere investigated by
referring to the batch anaerobic co-digestion experiments. The ex-
periments were conducted in 300 mL glass serum vials. Each vial
contained 10 g of food waste and 110 mL SDFW, SH140, SH180, or
ultrapure water. The added liquids were SDFW, SH140, SH180, and
deionized water, labeled FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, FW-SH180, and FW-
Water, respectively. The FW-Water samplewas used as a control. The
vial contained only inoculum was set as the blank. Considering the
chemical oxygen demand (COD) of the feedstock, a certain volume of
inoculum was added to the vials to achieve a higher food/microor-
ganism (F/M) of 8 g COD per g VS for all the tests [27]. The initial
inoculum concentration was 1.25 g VS L�1. Finally, deionized water
was added to the vials to obtain a final working volume of 150 mL. A
higher F/M was used to perform anaerobic digestion experiments in
this study. The organic loading rate is one important factor for the
anaerobic co-digestion system to convert CH4 methane stably [28].
Whereas recycling HTT liquid containing amounts of dissolved
organic matter may cause the fluctuation of organic load in the
anaerobic co-digestion system. Studying the anaerobic co-digestion
with a higher F/M is more meaningful. In addition, a higher F/M
mayprolong theprocess of hydrolysis, acidification, andmethanation
of anaerobic digestion, which facilitates timely monitoring of anaer-
obic co-digestion. Therefore, studying the anaerobic co-digestion
with a higher food/microorganism ratio is more suitable for the
actual HTT liquid recycling demand.

The vials were flushed with N2 for 5 min to ensure anaerobic
conditions. After nitrogen purging, the vials were sealed with
rubber stops and metal crimps and incubated at 35 �C. All the ex-
periments were conducted in triplicate. A volume of 3 mL biogas
was sampled periodically, and the concentrations of CH4 and CO2
were measured. Triplicate blank samples with no substrate were
used to estimate the endogenous CH4 production during the assay.
The CH4 yield was calculated by subtracting the CH4 endogenous
output obtained from the blank inoculum sludge, and CH4 volume
at standard temperature (273 K) and pressure (1 atm) were
recorded.
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2.4. Analysis methods

2.4.1. Analysis of the anaerobic co-digestion products
The ratio of CH4 production (mL) to the COD (g COD) of the

substrate was used to define the CH4 yield. Biogas from the
anaerobic co-digestion, mainly including CH4 and CO2, was
assessed by a gas chromatograph (6890, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA,
USA).

A volume of 5 mL effluent was periodically sampled from the
anaerobic co-digestion vials to determine the VFAs concentration,
COD, sCOD, and pH. The VFAs were detected through a high-
performance liquid chromatography system (1260 Infinity, Agi-
lent, USA) with a Hi-plex H column and a refractive index detector
[23]. The COD and sCOD of the anaerobic co-digestion effluent and
supernatant production were determined using the standard
analytical method [29]. The pH of the effluent samples from
anaerobic co-digestion was measured using a pH meter (CHN868,
Thermo Orion, USA).
2.4.2. Microbial community analysis
Samples were taken from the suspended sludge during the

acidogenesis stage and the methanogenic stage of anaerobic co-
digestion and then stored at �80 �C until analysis. The high-
throughput 16S rRNA gene sequencing (Genewiz Company,
China) was used to analyze the microbial community. The DNA of
samples was extracted by HiPure Soil DNA Kit (Magen, USA), and
the concentration of DNA was measured by the Qubit® dsDNA HS
Assay Kit (ThermoFisher, USA). The extracted DNA was amplified
with forward primer (CCTACGGRRBGCASCAGKVRVGAAT) and
reverse primer (GGACTACNVGGGTWTCTAATCC) designed by
GENEWIZ (Suzhou, China) targeting the V3 and V4 hypervariable
regions of 16S rDNA gene of both bacteria and archaea. Primers and
regions were selected according to the method used in Lim et al.’s
research [30]. Sequencing was performed on the Illumina MiSeq/
Novaseq (Illumina, USA). The VSEARCH (1.9.6) with the reference
database of Silva 138 was used to realize operation taxonomic unit
(OTU) clustering. The OTU species taxonomy was analyzed by the
Ribosomal Database Program classifier with the Bayesian
algorithm.
2.4.3. Conductivity analysis
The effect of the liquid fraction on the electron transferring

activity for anaerobic digestion was determined considering the
cyclic voltammetry (CV) curve. The CV curve was obtained using an
electrochemical workstation (CH1760D, Chenhua, China) with a
single-chamber three-electrode electrolytic cell. Graphite, plat-
inum, and Ag/AgCl were used as the three-electrode. 70 mL of the
anaerobic digestion effluents was added into the sealed electrolytic
cell [27]. The scan rate was set as 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180,
200, 220, and 240 mV s�1, respectively [27,31e33]. The electron
transferring rate constant (kapp) was calculated based on equations
(1) and (2) [27,33].

Epc ¼ E0c �
�
RT
anF

�
ln
�
anFv
RTkapp

�
(1)

Epa¼ E0a �
�

RT
ð1� aÞnF

�
ln
�ð1� aÞnFv

RTkapp

�
(2)

In the equations, a (a.u.) is the transfer efficiency; n (mol) is the
number of electrons transferred; Epa (V) is the oxidation peak po-
tential; Epc (V) is the reduction peak potential; E0a (V) is the formal
potential for anodic; E0c (V) is the formal potential for cathodic; v (V
s�1) is the scan rate; the value of T is 298 K; the value of R is
3

8.314 J mol�1 K�1; and the value of F is 96485 C mol�1. The value of
a and n were calculated by equation (3):

lg kapp¼a lgð1�aÞþ ð1�aÞlg a� lg
�
RT
nFv

�
� ð1�aÞa nFDE

2:303RT

(3)

where DE is the difference between the value of reduction peak
potential and the value of oxidation peak potential, DE ¼ Epa � Epc,
(V).

2.4.4. Characterization of the self-generated hydrochars in the HTT
liquid

The self-generated hydrochars were extracted from the HTT
liquid fraction by filtration through a 0.22 mm filter and freeze-dried
for 72 h [34]. The samples extracted from SH140 and SH180 were
labeled SH140-s and SH180-s, respectively. The same procedure
was conducted for the raw SDFW, and the collected solid sample
was labeled as SDFW-s. The particle size distribution was analyzed
using a Malvern Zeta-sizer Nano ZS (Nano-ZS90, Malvern In-
struments Inc., UK). The self-generated hydrochars were subjected
to a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis to determine the
change in the functional groups during HTT. The spectrum of FTIR
was conducted by an FTIR spectrometer (IRTracer-100, Shimadzu,
Japan) with a resolution of 2 cm�1 over a range of 400e4000 cm�1.
An elemental analyzer (2400 Series II, PerkinElmer, UK) was used to
determine the carbon (C), hydrogen (H), nitrogen (N), and sulfur (S)
content. The oxygen (O) was calculated by difference. The surface
morphology of the self-generated hydrochars was analyzed by
scanning electron microscopy with an energy dispersive spec-
trometer (SEM-EDS, TM 4000plus, Hitachi, Japan).

2.5. Statistical analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a powerful statistical tool
for studying multivariate data [35]. In this study, PCA analysis was
used to analyze the possible interrelation between parameters of
the added liquid (deionized water, SDFW, SH140, and SH180) and
their closeness to methane production at the acidogenesis and
methanogenesis stages. Four predominant bacteria, four predomi-
nant archaea, and thirteen physicochemical indicators of added
liquid and the performance of anaerobic co-digestionwere grouped
for PCA analysis. The data of anaerobic co-digestion at the 10th day
(acidogenesis stage) and 56th (methanogenesis stage) day were
analyzed using OriginPro 9.0 (OriginLab, USA).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Performance of anaerobic co-digestion with different HTT liquid

3.1.1. CH4 production
Little CH4 was detected in FW-Water (0.17 mL per g COD),

although significant CH4 production was observed in FW-SDFW,
FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 (Fig. 1a). The maximum CH4 yield
were 309.36, 331.61, and 297.82 mL per g COD for FW-SH140, FW-
SH180, and FW-SDFW, respectively. The digestate liquid, especially
SH140 and SH180, provided favorable conditions for food waste
anaerobic digestion. The pH of FW-Water sharply decreased to 5.21
in the anaerobic co-digestion process (Fig. S1). The decrease in the
pH inhibited bacterial activity and CH4 conversion. The pH of FW-
SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 was maintained at approxi-
mately 7.2 (Fig. S1), which is highly favorable for methanogen
metabolism and growth [36].

Two peaks were observed in the CH4 production rate curves of



Fig. 1. The CH4 production yield (a) and rate (b) under the different addition of HTT liquid. FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, FW-SH180, and FW-Water represent the anaerobic co-digestion of
food waste with food waste digestate liquid, food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 140 �C, and food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at
180 �C, respectively.

Fig. 2. a, Evolution of fatty acids composition during the anaerobic digestion of FW-Water. bed, Evolution of fatty acids composition during the anaerobic digestion of food waste
supplemented with SDFW (b), SH140 (c), and SH180 (d). FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, FW-SH180, and FW-Water represent the anaerobic co-digestion of food waste with food waste
digestate liquid, food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 140 �C, and food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 180 �C, respectively.
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Table 1
COD balance of anaerobic co-digestion under different conditions. FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, FW-SH180, and FW-Water represent the anaerobic co-digestion of food waste with
food waste digestate liquid, food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 140 �C, and food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 180 �C,
respectively.

Substrate Beginning of anaerobic co-digestion End of anaerobic co-digestion

COD proportion
of food waste (g)

COD proportion
of liquid fraction (g)

COD proportion
of inoculum (g)a

COD proportion
of biogas (g)

COD proportion
of supernatant (g)

COD proportion
of residue (g)

FW-Water 2.91 0.00 0.04 0.46 1.84 0.65
FW-SDFW 2.91 0.72 0.09 2.63 0.71 0.36
FW-SH140 2.91 1.35 0.14 3.44 0.53 0.43
FW-SH180 2.91 1.44 0.15 3.57 0.62 0.30

a The volume of inoculum was added in vials based on the COD of the feedstock.
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FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 (Fig. 1b). The first peak was
observed during the first six days, attributable to the utilization of
the residual VFAs from the food waste treatment plant. As the
anaerobic digestion progressed, the macromolecular VFAs
degraded to small molecular VFAs by the beta-oxidation process
and were then converted to CH4, leading to the second CH4 gen-
eration peak [23]. The second peaks of FW-DFW, FW-H140, and
FW-H180 appeared on days 50, 34, and 34, with peak values of 8.27,
12.59, and 10.37mL per g COD per day, respectively. The HTT liquids
promoted organic matter degradation and CH4 production
compared to the raw digestate. Although FW-SH140 had a higher
CH4 production rate (Fig. 1b) than FW-SH180, the final cumulative
CH4 production of FW-SH140 was lower than that of FW-SH180.
The compounds generated at 180 �C could delay CH4 production
but did not considerably influence the final CH4 yield.

In our previous study, the energy balance of recirculating the
HTT liquid in the anaerobic digestion process was elaborately dis-
cussed [9]. The energy recovered from the HTT liquid via anaerobic
digestion will compensate for most heating energy consumption
during the DFW hydrothermal process. The values of net energy
consumptionwere 33.85 MJ per t DFW during the whole treatment
process with HTT pretreatment but 124.75 MJ per t DFW without
HTT pretreatment. Therefore, recirculating the HTT liquid in the
anaerobic co-digestion process is promising for wastewater treat-
ment and resource recovery.
3.1.2. VFAs production
The VFAs concentrations during the anaerobic co-digestionwith
Fig. 3. a, The particle size distribution and the contents. b, FTIR spectra of SDFW-s, SH140-
food waste digestate liquid, food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 140

5

or without the SDFW, SH140, and SH180 supernatants were
significantly different (Fig. 2). In the anaerobic digestion process
involving FW-Water, the total VFAs concentration sharply increased
to 5000 mg L�1 in the first ten days, then gradually increased to
6000 mg L�1 in the following 20 d, and exhibited a stable value at
the end of the anaerobic co-digestion process (Fig. 2a). In contrast,
the total VFAs concentration in the FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-
SH180 samples decreased after it was maximized, corresponding to
an increase in CH4 production. The accumulation of VFAs has been
noted to inhibit anaerobic digestion when its concentration ex-
ceeds 3500 mg L�1 [36]. The highest total concentrations of VFAs in
the samples with FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 were
9,439, 11,536, and 11,003 mg L�1, respectively, but no methano-
genesis inhibition was observed. This observation could be attrib-
uted to the buffer effect of the SDFW and HTT liquids. Because the
methanogenesis process was not inhibited, the VFAs rapidly con-
verted to CH4.

In addition, the compositions of the VFAs in FW-Water, FW-
SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 were different. In the control
sample (FW-Water), butyric acid was the primary VFA, followed by
acetic acid and propionic acid. In contrast, acetic acid was the
dominant VFA in the FW-SDFW (Fig. 2b), FW-SH140 (Fig. 2c), and
FW-SH180 (Fig. 2d) samples in the first 26 days, although traces of
butyric acid were detected. The addition of SDFW, SH140, and
SH180 changed the conversion route of the organic matter in the
anaerobic co-digestion system. Moreover, the addition of SH140
and SH180 changed the utilization order of the different VFAs. In
the FW-SDFW, the VFAs concentration plateaued, indicating the
s, and SH180-s. SDFW-s, SH140-s, and SH180-s represent the small-size particles from
�C, and food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 180 �C, respectively.
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balance between acid production and VFAs consumption [37]. In
the FW-SH140 and FW-SH180 samples, the contents of acetic acid
rapidly decreased after reaching their maximum value near day 10.

3.1.3. COD balance
The COD balance at the beginning and end of the anaerobic co-

digestion was calculated (Table 1) to examine the efficiency of the
organic matter utilization [38]. At the beginning of the anaerobic
co-digestion, most of the COD in the FW-Water was contributed by
the prepared food waste. In the FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-
SH180 sample bottles, the added liquid provided 0.72, 1.35, and
1.44 g of COD, respectively. The digestate and HTT liquid promoted
the conversion of the organic matter in the food waste and liquid to
CH4. As shown in Table 1, the COD contributed by the biogas
accounted for 2.63, 3.44, and 3.57 g of COD for the FW-SDFW, FW-
SH140, and FW-SH180 samples, respectively. After anaerobic co-
digestion, the COD proportion contributed by the biogas in the
control sample (FW-Water) was only 0.46 g. Most organic matter
(2.49 g of COD) remained in the supernatant and solid residue,
indicating that CH4 conversion was interrupted in the control
sample. At the same time, fewer COD remained in supernatant or
residue after anaerobic digestion in FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-
SH180 sample bottles. The COD balance results indicated that the
HTT liquid promoted the CH4 conversion of food waste during the
anaerobic co-digestion, and SH180 corresponded to a superior ef-
fect. The COD balance was consistent with the results of CH4 pro-
duction and VFAs concentration.

3.2. Effect of the self-generated hydrochars on electron transferring
activity

3.2.1. The characteristics of the self-generated hydrochars
The characteristics of the self-generated hydrochars were

analyzed, including particle size distribution, elementary sub-
stance, and surface functional groups, to explore their effects on
promoting anaerobic co-digestion. The SDFW-s and the self-
generated hydrochars (SH140-s and SH180-s) obtained from
SDFW, SH140, and SH180 were characterized to explore their effect
on promoting anaerobic co-digestion. As shown in Fig. 3a, the solid
particle content in the raw digestate liquid was 3.70 g L�1, and the
average solid particle size was 5.96 mm. HTT at a temperature of
140 �C did not considerably influence the solid particle content but
decreased the particle size to 1.0 mm, indicating the large particles’
disintegration. When the HTT temperature increased to 180 �C, the
solid particle content decreased to 0.74 g L�1, and the particle size
decreased to 0.75 mm because more complicated reactions,
including hydrolysis and decomposition, occurred [15,17]. The
small size of the self-generated hydrochars will help them to be
dispersed in the anaerobic digestion system and improve the
methanogenic performance.

The HTT process had little effect on the morphological struc-
tures of the particles (Fig. S2) but affected the elemental compo-
sition significantly. The C content of the SDFW-s was only 35.05%
(Table 2), while it increased to 41.27% and 41.46% for SH140-s and
Table 2
The elemental composition of SDFW-s, SH140-s, and SH180-s. SDFW-s, SH140-s, and
SH180-s represent the small-size particles from food waste digestate liquid, food
waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 140 �C, and food waste
digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 180 �C, respectively.

Sample C (%) H (%) N (%) S (%) O (%) Ash (%)

SDFW-s 35.05 4.22 7.35 1.00 42.58 9.80
SH140-s 41.27 4.13 7.60 1.01 35.89 10.10
SH180-s 41.46 3.80 6.98 1.66 27.24 18.85
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SH180-s, respectively, indicating carbonization occurred during
HTT [15]. The carbon contents of self-generated hydrochars
(SH140-s and SH180-s) are much higher than that of the reported
hydrochars (24e35%) [39e41]. In addition, SH140-s and SH180-s
contained less ash content, which was 10.10% and 18.85%, respec-
tively. The higher C content and lower ash content are preferred
characteristics of hydrochars to promote the anaerobic co-digestion
performance.

The surface functional groups of SDFW-s, SH140-s, and SH180-s
were analyzed by FTIR analysis (Fig. 3b). The bands in the range of
3600e3200 cm�1 corresponded to the stretching of CeOH. The
increase in the CeOH relative abundance in SH140-s and SH180-s
was attributed to the decomposition and hydrolysis reactions. At
the same time, the band strength of CeOH of SH180-s was lower
than it was in SH140-s. This may be due to the dehydration reaction
occurring at 180 �C [42]. The bands at 1659 and 1545 cm�1 corre-
sponded to the vibration of C]O, and the bands at 1050 cm�1

corresponded to the vibration of CeO [20]. DFW is mainly
composed of proteins, polysaccharides, lignin, and other organic
compounds [9,43]. During a low-temperature HTT process,
decomposition and hydrolysis are the dominant reactions [9].
Therefore, the self-generated hydrochars have a higher content of
oxygen-containing functional groups than SDFW-s. With the in-
crease in HTT temperature, the dehydration and decarboxylation
were strengthened gradually [44]. Therefore, the content of
oxygen-containing functional groups in SH180-s was lower than
that in SH140-s. The abundant oxygen-containing functional
groups and the small size of the self-generated hydrochars will help
them to be dispersed in the anaerobic digestion system and
improve the methanogenic performance.

In general, the surface oxygen-containing functional groups can
donate and accept electrons, thereby activating the redox reaction of
hydrochars to facilitate direct interspecies electron transfer during
the anaerobic co-digestionprocess [20,45,46]. The higher abundance
of surface oxygen-containing functional groups in SH140-s and
SH180-s was consistent with their higher capacity to promote CH4
production (Fig. 1). In addition, the surface oxygen-containing
functional groups in the self-generated hydrochars from SH140
and SH180 could adsorb the VFAs and retard the acid inhibition in
the food waste anaerobic digestion [47]. Consequently, although the
VFAs concentrations in SH140-s and SH180-s were considerably
higher than 3500 mg L�1, no acid inhibition was observed.

3.2.2. The variation of electron transferring activity
The electron transfer intensity between bacteria and archaea

considerably influences anaerobic digestion characteristics [48].
Cyclic voltammetry is commonly used to describe the electron
transport properties of anaerobic digestion systems by analyzing
the dependence of the peak currents on the scan rates [27,31,33].
The favorable anaerobic digestion environment of electron trans-
ferring performance will help to promote cooperation between
microbes [33]. The CV curves were analyzed to investigate the ef-
fect of the self-generated hydrochars on electron transport. As
shown in Fig. 4aec, the peak currents (peaks 1 and 2) of SDFW,
SH140, and SH180 increased with the increasing scan rate. The
relationship of Ep-E0 with lnV was used to express the variation in
the voltage with the scan rate. The kapp of SH140 (2.08 � 10�3 s�1)
and SH180 (3.10 � 10�3 s�1) were 17.91 and 27.18 times that of
SDFW (1.09 � 10�4 s�1), respectively (Fig. 4d). The kapp in FW-
SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 was 2.54 � 10�4, 2.47 � 10�3,
and 6.76 � 10�3 s�1, respectively (Fig. 4d). This calculation high-
lighted that the HTT improved the electron transferring activity of
the digestate, and the addition of SH140 and SH180 increased the
electron transferring rate of the anaerobic co-digestion system. The
higher kapp in FW-SH140 and FW-SH180 promoted syntrophic



Fig. 4. aec, Cyclic voltammetry curves at diverse scan rates of 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, 220, and 240 mV s�1 and the logarithm functions of the scan rates and peak
potentials of SDFW-s (a), SH140-s (b), and SH180-s (c). d, Electron transferring rates of the liquid fraction and anaerobic co-digestion slurry. SDFW-s, SH140-s, and SH180-s
represent the small-size particles from food waste digestate liquid, food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 140 �C, and food waste digestate liquid after hy-
drothermal treatment at 180 �C, respectively.
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relationships, which is associated with increased CH4 production
efficiency [31]. The microbial community was discussed in the next
section.
3.3. Microbial community composition of different anaerobic co-
digestion stages

3.3.1. Bacterial community composition
The changes in the VFAs and CH4 production with the addition

of SDFW, SH140, and SH180 led to variations in the community
structure of the microbes during FW-Water. Molecular biological
measures with next-generation sequencing techniques were used
to extract information regarding the microbial communities in the
anaerobic digestion process of inoculum, FW-Water, FW-SDFW,
FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 [38]. The alpha diversity indices were
shown in Table S2, including ACE, Chao1, OTUs, Shannon, and
Simpson. The alpha of FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 was
considerably higher than those of FW-Water and inoculum, indi-
cating that the ecological functions of the bacterial community
during the acidogenesis and methanogenesis stages were
strengthened by SDFW, SH140, and SH180 [49].

The community structure consisted of similar bacterial phyla,
but the relative abundances varied significantly (Fig. 5). Firmicutes,
Bacteroidetes, and Synergistota were the most dominant bacteria,
accounting for more than 91.97% of the content in all samples. The
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relative abundances of Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, and Synergistota
in inoculum were 78.35%, 13.85%, and 3.74%, respectively. After the
addition of the food waste, the relative abundances of Firmicutes
increased to 88.34%, whereas the relative abundances of Bacter-
oidetes and Synergistota decreased to 8.01% and 2.06%, respec-
tively. The SDFW, SH140, and SH180 promoted the reproduction of
Bacteroidetes and Synergistota. As shown in Fig. 5, the relative
abundances of Bacteroidetes were maintained at 30.39e38.33% in
the acidogenesis stage, and the relative abundances of Bacter-
oidetes were 9.66e11.01% in themethanogenesis stage. The relative
abundances of Firmicutes decreased to 55.07e70.24% in the FW-
SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180.

Firmicutes are known to secrete extracellular hydrolases (such
as cellulase, lipase, and protease), which can accelerate the degra-
dation of large molecules such as cellulose, protein, and lipids [50].
The high proportion of Firmicutes in FW-Water was attributable to
the lower community diversity. The nucleic acid concentration in
the FW-Water was 85.4e93.7% (Fig. S3), lower than that in the
other samples, indicating that most of the microorganisms could
not survive in the acidic environment of FW-Water.

Bacteroidetes represents acid-forming bacteria that can be
capable of converting arabinose, glucose, cellobiose, starch, and
other substances into acetic acid, butyric acid, isovaleric acid, H2,
and CO2 [51]. The increase in the abundances of Bacteroidetes in
FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 during the acidogenesis



Fig. 5. Relative abundance of major bacteria (phylum level) at the acidogenesis and
methanogenesis stages of anaerobic digestion. FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, FW-SH180, and
FW-Water represent the anaerobic co-digestion of food waste with food waste
digestate liquid, food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 140 �C,
and food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 180 �C, respectively.

Fig. 6. Relative abundance of major archaea (genus level) at the acidogenesis and
methanogenesis stages of anaerobic digestion. FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, FW-SH180, and
FW-Water represent the anaerobic co-digestion of food waste with food waste
digestate liquid, food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 140 �C,
and food waste digestate liquid after hydrothermal treatment at 180 �C, respectively.
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stage indicated the presence of more favorable conditions, such as
the pH. In addition, the FW-SH140 and FW-SH180 could be easily
biodegraded because large amounts of large molecules or re-
fractory substances were degraded to small molecules in the HTT
process before the anaerobic digestion [9]. These bacteria com-
munity results are consistent with the VFAs result (Fig. 2) and sCOD
result (Fig. S4), which indicates that the generation of VFAs was
related to Bacteroidetes.

Synergistota, also known as Synergistetes, represents acid-
forming bacteria that can produce short-chain fatty acids and
function as syntrophic acetate oxidizers [52]. In recent studies,
Synergistota is an electrochemically active bacterium that can
establish syntrophic metabolism with hydrogenotrophic metha-
nogens (Methanobacterium and Methanospirillum) and participate
in interspecies electron transfer [1,53]. Synergistota is expected to
play a direct role in the direct interspecies electron transfer inter-
action of electroactive communities. The increasing relative abun-
dances of Synergistota in FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180
during the methanogenesis stage likely increased the methano-
genic efficiency. The addition of SDFW, SH140, and SH180 enriched
the electrochemically active bacterium (Synergistota) and
enhanced the direct interspecies electron transfer. Notably, the
phylum Spirochaetota was found only in FW-SDFW and not in FW-
SH140 and FW-SH180. It has been noted that propionic, butyric,
and valeric acid can be converted into acetic acid, H2, and CO2 by
Spirochaetota [54]. This result may be related to the utilization of
VFAs in FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180.
3.3.2. Archaea community composition
As shown in Fig. 6, the relative abundances of bacteria were

classified at the genus level. The community structures of
8

inoculum, FW-Water, and FW-SDFW varied with the anaerobic
digestion and HTT liquid fractions. The methanogens in inoculum
consisted of Methanosaeta (25.07%), Methanofastidiosum (22.00%),
Methanoplasma (18.07%), Methanobacterium (14.31%), and
RumEn_M2 (13.70%). In the FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180
samples, Methanoplasma was the most dominant methanogen
with slightly varying relative abundances from 47.57% to 68.64%,
followed by RumEn_M2 (12.56e30.86%) and Methanobacterium
(3.92e17.18%). However, the most dominant methanogen in the
FW-Water was Methanobacterium (45.13%). Therefore, the addition
of SDFW, SH140, and SH180 changed the dominant methanogens.

Methanoplasma and RumEn_M2 are common hydrogenotrophic
methanogens [55]. Methanoplasma can promote acidification and
methanation, especially in anaerobic digestion systems with a high
organic loading rate [56]. The abundance of Methanoplasma and
RumEn_M2 explained the abundant CH4 collection (higher than
290 mL per g COD) in FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180.
Methanobacterium is a hydrogenotrophic methanogen that pro-
duces CH4 from H2 and CO2. During the acidogenesis stage, the
Methanobacterium proportion was 3.92% in FW-SDFW, although it
increased to 9.67% and 17.18% in FW-SH140 and FW-SH180,
respectively. The same trend was observed in the methanogenesis
stage. Interestingly, no CH4 was produced in the FW-Water sam-
ples, although Methanobacterium was the most dominant metha-
nogen. This result may be attributable to the acidic environment in
the FW-Water samples. The pH of the FW-Water samples was
approximately 5.21, at which very few microorganisms except
Methanobacterium can survive [57].

Notably,Methanosarcinawas undetectable in the inoculum, FW-
Water, or FW-SDFW, but was observed in FW-SH140 and FW-
SH180. The relative abundances of Methanosarcina in FW-SH140



Fig. 7. Principal component analysis (PCA) between parameters of the added liquid and the performance of anaerobic co-digestion at acidogenesis (a) and methanogenesis (b)
stages.
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and FW-180 in the acidogenesis stage were 0.07% and 0.09%, which
increased to 5.13% and 4.93% in the methanogenesis stage,
respectively.Methanosarcina is a mixotrophic methanogen that can
produce CH4 through acetoclastic methanogenesis and syntrophic
acetate oxidation coupled with the hydrogenotrophic methano-
genesis pathway [58]. Methanosarcina can accept electrons directly
from conductive materials and reduce propionate directly to CH4
[58,59]. Moreover, Methanosarcina can promote propionic acid
degradation and exhibits a syntrophic relationship with many
syntrophic bacteria, such as Sytrophomonas of the Syntrophomo-
nadaceae family, which can help promote CH4 production [1,60]. In
this study, the relative abundances of Syntrophomonadaceae in
FW-SH140 and FW-SH180 in the acidogenesis stage were only
0.09% and 0.12%, which increased to 7.14% and 5.44% in the meth-
anogenesis stage, respectively (Fig. S5), consistent with the trend of
Methanosarcina. The enrichment of Syntrophomonadaceae and
Methanosarcina in the methanogenesis stage may promote the
conversion of propionic acid to CH4. The microbial community
analysis indicated that the self-generated hydrochars in the HTT
liquid could increase the abundance of Methanosarcina, and their
syntrophic bacteria. The abundance increases of Synergistota,
Syntrophomonadaceae, and Methanosarcina was probably caused
by the increase of the electron transferring rate between the two
microbial communities after the addition of HTT liquid. It should be
noted that no direct evidence was provided in this study to
demonstrate the increase inmicrobial electron transferring activity,
which should be further explored in future studies.
3.4. Possible promoting mechanism based on PCA analysis

The possible interrelation was investigated via PCA between
parameters of the added liquid (deionized water, SDFW, SH140, and
SH180) and the performance of anaerobic co-digestion at the
acidogenesis and methanogenesis stages (Fig. 7). The first principal
axis (PC1) was associated with the pH of the anaerobic co-digestion
system or the variables that can influence the pH of anaerobic co-
digestion, such as VFAs and the pH of added liquid. The second
principal axis (PC2) was associated with the electron transferring
performance, including kapp, Methanosarcina, and Syntrophomo-
nadaceae. The two principal components can explain 93.9% and
93.4% of data variability values, illustrating the associations be-
tween these principal axes and the variables and experimental
conditions.
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As shown in Fig. 7a, the pH of the added liquid was highly
correlated to the pH of the anaerobic digestion system, the VFAs
production, and the abundance of Bacteroidetes during the acido-
genesis stage. As described in Section 3.1.1, the pH of FW-Water
sharply decreased to 5.21 during anaerobic digestion, but the pH
of FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 was stable at approxi-
mately 7.2 with adding SDFW (pH ¼ 7.76), SH140 (pH ¼ 8.26) and
SH180 (pH ¼ 8.13). No inhibiting microbial activity in FW-SDFW,
FW-SH140, and FW-SH180 was observed. These results indicated
that the DFW and HTT liquid may act as a buffer to keep the
anaerobic co-digestion system in a favorable pH range. Tian et al.
[61] also observed a similar pH buffering effect of the HTT effluents
from wheat straw on the anaerobic co-digestion with the waste-
activated sludge. Moreover, the pH buffering effect possibly pro-
moted the growth of Bacteroidetes and the generation of VFAs in
the anaerobic co-digestion. The positive correlation between the
pH of the anaerobic digestion system and cumulative CH4 pro-
duction for the methanogenesis stage (Fig. 7b) indicated the
favorable pH range in FW-SDFW, FW-SH140, and FW-SH180
contributed to CH4 conversion. In addition, a positive correlation
was observed between the HTT temperature and the sCOD for the
acidogenesis stage of anaerobic digestion (Fig. 7b). This may be due
to the HTT process accelerating the decomposition of organic
matter and improving their biodegradability [9]. It is also evidenced
that less organic matter remained in the supernatant and solid
residue after anaerobic co-digestion of FW-SH140 and FW-SH180
compared to that of FW-Water and FW-SDFW (Table 1).

During the methanogenesis stages of anaerobic co-digestion,
the kapp has a positive correlation with the relative abundance of
Methanosarcina, and slight positive correlations with Syntropho-
monadaceae and Synergistota (Fig. 7b). The relative abundance of
Methanosarcina, Syntrophomonadaceae, and Synergistota were
increased with the addition of HTT liquid (Figs. 5 and 6), which is
probably due to the increase of kapp caused by self-generated
hydrochars. Usman et al. [21] and Shi et al. [22] have reported
that hydrochars can improve electron transferring performance of
anaerobic digestion system. For this study, the hydrochars with
higher C content and abundant oxygen-containing functional
groups were self-generated during HTT. These characteristics of the
self-generated hydrochars can help them to donate and accept
electrons, thereby facilitating direct interspecies electron transfer
during anaerobic digestion [20,45,46].

As suggested above, there are two possible aspects for the HTT
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liquid to promote methane production. One is the pH buffering
effect of alkaline liquid, and the other is the promoting effect of self-
generated hydrochars on direct interspecies electron transfer. The
study is expected to provide novel insights regarding the mecha-
nism of the anaerobic co-digestion of HTT liquid and food waste.
However, a synergistic analysis of proteomics and metatran-
scriptomics in microbiology is necessary to clarify the underlying
mechanism of HTT liquid in promoting CH4 conversion from the
metabolic and molecular levels.

4. Conclusions

Anaerobic co-digestion of the HTT liquid fraction and foodwaste
is an efficient technique to valorize solid and liquid waste. In the
anaerobic co-digestion system, CH4 production yield and rate are
enhanced. The HTT liquid generated at 180 �C can better promote
CH4 production than those generated at 140 �C. The maximum CH4

production is 331.61 mL per g COD, and 79.4% of the organic matter
is converted to CH4. The anaerobic digestion conditions of pure food
waste are volatile. Alkaline DFW liquid and it’s HTT liquid can
maintain the pH of the anaerobic co-digestion system at approxi-
mately 7, which is favorable for microbial growth. Furthermore, the
organic matter in the digestate liquid is carbonized during HTT. The
self-generated hydrochars, rich in carbon- and oxygen-containing
functional groups, can accelerate the electron transferring rate,
hence promoting the growth of syntrophic bacteria and
methanogens.
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